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Abstract 
The structure and members of the narrative communication are viewed from the position of narratology. The existing viewpoints 
are summarized. The two main levels, determined by their members are distinguished. The fruitfulness of the model application 
for the study of non-verbal description means in the fictional text is shown. The study of non-verbal means from the position of 
the narrative theory reveals the real part a character takes in creating his image. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent decades, there has been increasing interest in the study of nonverbal phenomena. Nonverbal means of 
communication are the object of study in such sciences as physiognomy, psychology, sociology, and others. 
However, the study of gestures and facial expressions, non-verbal means of communication, belongs to the field of 
linguistics, where they are considered in terms of their display in the written language. 
Several studies have indicated that the non-verbal means performed by a character are used for their 
characteristics and help to reveal their personal traits (Gorodnikova, 1980; Nakashidze, 1981). However, the 
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researchers did not specify what exactly is included in this characteristic from the character himself, and what is not. 
Meanwhile, in the description of the character several points of view can be combined and sometimes they oppose 
each other. 
The research showed that the study of the verbal description of non-verbal means of communication, taking into 
account “splitting” of information will contribute to a more adequate interpretation of the text, as well as 
discernment of the author’s intent. Analysis of the empirical material was done with reference to basic concepts and 
formulation of the narrative theory or narratology. Literary texts of modern French literature of the XX-XXI 
centuries were used as the material for the study, with the total number of 2,200 pages.  The method of continuous 
sampling was used to extract text samples, which represent a description of verbal and nonverbal components of 
speech acts, the total sum of 400 units. 
2. Procedures and results 
First of all, we need to answer the questions: What is narrative communication? Who are the addresser and the 
addressee of the text? In other words, we need to establish the structure and members of the narrative 
communication. 
The literature review showed that most authors recognize three levels of the narrative communication structure. 
They distinguish a three-level model of the narrative communication (Schmid, 2003; Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1980; 
Genette, 1983). 
All authors agree with each other in respect to the number of levels of narrative communication, but the system of 
its participants is more extensive. So, there are six incarnations of the author (author-writer, author-narrator, the 
second “I” of the author-narrator, author-character, and the second “I” of the author-character, “the image of the 
author”), three incarnations of the reader (a general reader, a specific reader, an ideal reader), and three incarnations 
of the character (the generalized notion of actor, one of the many characters and the second “I” of the character) 
(Sapojnikova, 2002, p. 13). 
Most authors distinguish six major participants at each of the three levels (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1980; 
Maingueneau, 1990, Schmid 2003; Genette, 1983). The first level – the extra-textual one – is where the real author is 
represented. The real author communicates with the addressee – the real reader. The second level, the extra-textual 
as well, is where the abstract author is represented; this is the image of the author, created by the reader upon reading 
of the text. Abstract author is an ideal phenomenon, his role in the story is mainly ideological (Shmid, 2003; Genette, 
1983). He corresponds to his own addressee – the abstract reader, the one on whose language and intellectual level 
the real author focuses. In addition, there is the third level – the intratextual one – with the author – the narrator and 
the addressee. Summarizing the data, we would like to represent the narrative communication schematically (Fig. 1): 
 
Figure 1. The three-level model of the narrative communication. 
At the same time, following some authors (Shmid, 2003; Genette, 1983), we recognize that, from a practical point 
of view, the selection of two extra-textual levels of communication, that is, the level of the real author / reader and 
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the level of the abstract author / reader is not quite satisfactory for text study. Based on some research in this field, 
we are making an attempt to present our own reduced model of narrative communication. 
This reduced model can be represented as: firstly, the intratextual level (consisting of linguistically real, but 
fictitious in reality, narrator and his addressee), and, secondly, the extra-textual level (consisting of real, but 
linguistically virtual author and reader) (Shmid, 2003; Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1980). Along with the term “level” we 
encounter the term “space” (Charaudeau, 1983), which we will use in our work. 
E. Paducheva suggests that while describing the structure of narrative one needs to decide, who represents the 
narrator (Paducheva, 1996, p. 200). In other words, who speaks in the text: the author or the narrator? “The role of 
the author-creator in any work of art cannot be identified with the role of the speaker in the speech utterance»” 
(Paducheva, 1996, p. 201). Even when the story is told from the first-person, pronoun “I” does not denote the real 
author. Who replaces the speaker when the statement is interpreted in the narrative mode? “There are two options: to 
replace the speaker either by one of the characters (who at this point is the representative of the author), or to change 
him by specifically existing for this purpose representative of the author – the narrator” (Paducheva, 1996, p. 265). 
M. P. Brandes also believes that in the narrated world the role of the author is performed by his representative – a 
storyteller who creates the events and the actions of the characters, and also implies the selection of linguistic 
resources (Brandes, 1971). In the linguistic description the author can be “eliminated and the communicative 
situation of the narrative can be represented in the form of the interaction ‘the narrator – the reader’” (Paducheva, 
1996, p. 202).  
As for the reader – the addressee of the narrator, in the communicative situation of the narrative his role is 
performed not by a representative of the reader, but by the reader himself (Paducheva, 1996, p. 216). 
Communication, displayed in a literary text, is addressed to two types of addressee that are in different 
communicative planes (spaces): to the reader of the text and to the character (Mechkovskaya, 2010). Thus, we can 
distinguish the inner addressee, performed by the character and the outer addressee – the reader, as can be seen from 
the scheme below (Fig. 2): 
Figure 2. Reduced two-level structure of the narrative communication. 
Let us turn to one of the key narrative instances – the narrator. Since ancient people have distinguished, on the 
one hand, the narrator, who tells about the event as something separate from himself, and, on the other hand, the 
narrator, who remains himself in the narrative, without changing his face, in other words, tells his own story. 
The review of the works of contemporary foreign and Russian authors in the field of stylistics, text linguistics, 
narratology (Brandes, 1971; Genette, 1983; Maingueneau, 1990; Paducheva, 1996; Shmid, 2003), shows that they 
tend to distinguish two types of narrator in terms of his relationship to the story. As the narrator reveals his presence 
in two planes of represented world – in terms of narrated story (diegesis - diégèse) and in terms of the narrative 
(ekzegesise - exégèse), hence, we distinguish: firstly, the narrator, who is the participant of the story and tells the 
story about himself as one of its characters is called diegetic (diégétique); secondly, the narrator who tells not about 
himself but about the others is called exegetical (éxégétique) (Paducheva, 1996 ; Shmid, 2003). 
The diegetic narrator is involved in the narrative, on the one hand, as the subject, and, on the other hand, as the 
object of the narrated story. In other words, he splits into two different instances: the narrating “I” and the narrated 
“I” (Shmid, 2003, p. 81) as can be seen from the scheme bellow (Fig. 3): 
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Figure 3. The structure and the participants of the narrative communication with the diegetic narrator. 
The exegetical narrator exists only as the narrating “I”, that is, only in the course of the narrative. Hidden behind 
the characters, “he nevertheless exists, but appears in the most objective roles: observer, reporter, producer” 
(Brandes, 1971, p. 64). It is demonstrated in the following scheme (Fig. 4): 
 
Figure 4. The structure and the participants of the narrative communication with the exegetical narrator. 
Thus, the reduced structure of the narrative communication involves mainly two spaces: the interior, the space 
depicted in the story and the external, space of the narrative process. The narrative is related to the presence of the 
author’s intermediary: the narrator, diegetic and exegetical. The diegetic narrator falls into the narrated “I” and the 
narrating “I”.  The exegetical narrator exists only as the narrating “I”, that is, only in the course of the story – in the 
external space. If the narrator is exegetical, then in the interior space there are the characters, and in the external 
space there are the exegetical narrator and the reader. If the narrator is diegetic, then in the interior space there are 
the characters, including the narrator himself (as narrated “I”), and in the external space – the narrator (as narrating 
“I”) and the reader. The narrator of the external space sees himself as a character and tells his own story. 
The reduced two-level model of the narrative communication is effective in the study of linguistic phenomena of 
various kinds, in particular, in the study of the role of description of non-verbal means (gestures, facial expressions) 
in creation of character’s image and portrait. It is illustrated in the following examples: 
(1) – Cette fois, pas d’hésitation: je t’offre le voyage de Rome. 
Marie esquissa un sourire, pour le remercier de l’intention, mais ce sourire valait une moue (Bazin, 1981, p. 214) 
With the movement of the expression esquisser un sourire (barely noticeable smile) Marie wants to thank her 
husband. The narrator sees that she fails to perform it “purely” and interprets the movement rather as “pouting lips” 
(ce sourire valait une moue). The reader is guided by the opinion of the author, represented in the text by the 
narrator, as ideological and moral evaluation of statements and actions of the characters is motivated by his point of 
view. As a result, the narrator's explanation is Marie seems rather hypocritical instead of being grateful. 
2) – Qu’est-ce qui vous prend ? Vous me surveillez ? Une femme mariée ? Trop tard ! … 
J’ai dû faire une sale tête parce qu’elle m’a servi une rasade de son nouveau rire et m’a passé la main dans les 
cheveux, en se levant de nouveau: 
– Je te taquine, Ben … (Pennac, 1999, p. 129) 
In the example (2) temporal and spatial shifts allow the diegetic narrator – Ben as a character – to see himself 
from the outside and to evaluate the expression of his face at that moment (une sale tête – to have a long face). 
“Extra-textual” narrator opposes himself to the “intra-textual”, sees himself as somebody else and tells the story 
about himself as one of the characters (“I and the Other” problem, see Bakhtine (1986)). As a result, the reader sees 
the narrator, not only as a disaffected by the situation, but is also able to give him an additional characteristic of a 
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shrewd, self-critical, self-mocking person. 
 
3. Conclusion 
 
Narratology can serve as a platform for the study of verbal descriptions of non-verbal means of communication. It 
is sufficient to use a two-level, reduced model of the narrative communication. The study of non-verbal means from 
the position of the narrative theory reveals the real part a character takes in creating his image, that is, defines: what 
in the description of the character implies “the character himself”  and what represents the narrator. Allocation of his 
“part” in creating the image makes it possible to most accurately determine the intention of the author. 
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